
Love-Light-Circle on July 30th 2005

After the prayers of many brothers and sisters, God addresses the circle:
My dear Sons and Daughters, My joy is with you! If you could look into nature with My eyes now,

you would see a warm, bright stream of light pouring itself out throughout the entire creation. It is the
power that has brought forth your prayer.

My love is effective through your prayer and purposively, guided by My divine hand, this light
streams forth to all (mankind and the entire earth) and to all spheres, for which you have prayed. All
guardian angels, all spirit helpers, have been sent forth by Me in order to be supportive and helpful to those
for whom you have prayed.

Be it that you come together in a (prayer) circle or are praying seemingly alone, do not grow weary
of praying. Your prayer-thoughts always find a connection with other prayer-thoughts and united they exert
for you an unimaginable power. Simply have faith in the power of prayer, which you are speaking as you
are connected with Me. Speak, and place all your prayer requests under My will. Be certain that My help
will come. It will be effective as it is best for you.

I bless you. I bless your circle. I bless your afternoon. I also bless everyone and everything, My
entire creation and the souls, My children in the spheres close to earth for whom you have prayed.

Amen.

Meditation: We open our hearts and become still. We exhale all thoughts that are passing by us and turn
them over to JESUS. When we inhale, we breathe in patience, which JESUS gives to us. We breathe our
feelings toward JESUS and ask that He may cause them to grow calm in us. We inhale His love. We breathe
toward Him our weaknesses and inhale His strength.

We breathe our human thoughts toward JESUS and inhale His wisdom. Thus we come ever nearer
to ourselves, the human being, our soul, and JESUS CHRIST in turn comes nearer to the human being (us).
We breathe toward Him our willfulness and ask Him to help us recognize it. We inhale the will of our GOD.
Ever more profoundly, we are connected to God. We can feel that we are inhaling JESUS and that we are
exhaling our human being.

Oh beloved FRIEND, and BROTHER, MOTHER and FATHER, You are in us, and we are in you.
You have caused us to be still. We thank you. Everything in us is opened wide. We feel our angels beside us,
our spiritual companions. The room is filled with numerous angels surrounding us. We thank them as well.
Lord, we are inclining our ear to you and to what you have to say to us.

Revelation from the level of Love

You My beloved sons and daughters are living in a time of radical change, and there is nothing more
important than to find your way to the great unity in love.

How many different opinions are there in the churches alone, those that call themselves Christian?
By using this occasion, I want to lead you more profoundly into My wisdom.

I, FATHER UR (THE PRIMORDIAL FATHER) came to earth as JESUS, and the bearer of divine
Mercy, called: “Pura” in the spirit and on earth “Mary,” conceived Me in the most profound humility. In this
conception alone lies hidden a mystery. How many arguments took place in the past centuries about this
point alone. AM I GOD, the CREATOR of all that exists? Why should I not be able to beget Myself in her
(Pura)? An outcry resounded through the various Christian religions: “Never, for GOD does not break the
earthly (natural) laws!”

In this alone I am showing you how difficult it is to come to a united belief. Therefore, My sons and
daughters, I have guided you away from faiths but toward love. Love understands everything. Love does not
bother with arguments, love unifies; for in the last analysis, it does not matter what is believed here on
earth. It is still not the heavenly truth, since you can never grasp the heavenly truth. However, you can find
your way to love. This love opens for you also the way to My wisdom. From this wisdom you draw and
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recognize that it does not matter at all what other teachings and opinions there are even in other religions.
The one who has found the way to love has found Me.

Where Am I? Am I in the Buddhist temples? Am I in the Christian churches? Am I in the mosques?
I am in your hearts; there every child finds Me.

I also said: “Wherever there are two or three gathered in My name, I Am in the midst of them.”
In the beginnings of the Early Christians, these meetings in the privacy of families (or groups) were

still kept secret, since My disciples were still full of fear during the pre-Pentecost time. Afterwards they
went forth and preached in the streets. Yet they still came together in various (private) rooms in order to
pray together, as I have taught it.

I Am the CHRIST-KING. Later on the Christians, thinking that a king also has his castle, thought,
“Should we not build our king a house?” In the beginning they were simple meeting places, and still there
existed small circles where brothers and sisters could share with each other, where they could pray and sing
together until the persecution of the Christians began.

Take this circle here as an example: If this instrument here were to claim to be presently My only
one, this house would not be large enough. A larger room would have to be found, for which rent would have
to be paid. People would begin to figure their costs, and soon a new religion would develop because church-
like buildings would be built once again. From there it isn’t long before someone would claim: “This is the
only truth, there is no other.” This example shows what happened in the original (Ur)-church.

The strongest spiritual power existed among My children in the catacombs, the burial places where
Christians met in secret. There, My pure SPIRIT infused every single one of them and filled the inner
temple and courageously My disciples confessed to believing in Me and went into their death joyfully, since
death has only to do with the earthly garment.

However, how can one ensure this kind of bond as it was with the Early Christians? How would you
go about doing that? You would designate it state religion as it indeed happened; you would erect a religious
scaffolding (dogma) and, most of all, destroy the Inner Temple! In the spirit it cannot be destroyed but it can
be closed by the power of My children who fought Me with all of their might, by building an outer church
and declaring that only there GOD is present. (This is) A very simple method, but quite effective; for by and
by My disciples forgot to pass on the message (good news), that is, that I am to be found in the temple of the
heart.

Even My disciples then looked up toward heaven and somewhere, far away, they sought ME GOD
far from the hearts of My children. Consequently, they could only pray to Me in deep reverence, forgetting
that I the FATHER love every child equally and that I AM omnipresent, which was indeed taught, but not
that I AM in your own heart. It was taught that one could receive ME in one’s heart by the blessed bread,
which could only be presented by certain chosen ones; this in turn enforced a bondage to the church.

Do you notice how My child was being led away from Me in tiny nuances?
Again and again, I sent messengers of light. All your mystics spoke of GOD in their hearts. What

did they do with the mystics? They persecuted and many were even killed.
However, I would not be Almighty GOD, would I not counter their (chess) move of black pieces

with My move of white pieces. Whenever My children gathered in the houses of God in order to celebrate
the Eucharist, recalling MY life and death (on earth), I was there among them in My omnipresence, and the
power of the prayer became a mighty pillar of light in every house of God.

This in turn was immediately countered with black pieces, using again the symbol of the chess
game. With commandments such as “If you do not do this or that, you will be lost in an eternal hell,” the
mighty power of light was diminished; for My children, whom I love exceedingly, were afraid of the
punishing GOD and of the judgment that would come upon them. They no longer came to me in the house of
God out of love but very many of them came out of fear. This destroyed the pillar of light. And yet I have
My messengers of light everywhere, even in the different churches, in all religions, and time and again My
messengers of light have proclaimed My love for every single child.

This was a brief overview.
Now is homecoming time. Amessenger of light came to earth and received even the smallest details

of My life and has recorded it on paper. Here, too, as with everything else I disclose through instruments on
earth, human conceptions flowed in as well. For, My sons and daughters, how should you understand the
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heavenly WORD, the heavenly WORD that is sensation; as you, dear brother, have said: It is a feeling that is
hard to describe. Therefore it undergoes a transformation to a lower level, to the level that My human
children can comprehend. On top of that, there is with each instrument(‘s words) his or her own personal
added coloring.

However, one thing My (fallen)children on the dark side for whom I long the most, since they are
farthest from Me, could not keep from happening any longer is that the knowledge coming from the heavens
has its breakthrough, which says: GOD is love, and HE dwells in the innermost temple of every human
being, in every soul. For this inner being is one with My SPIRIT. There is no separation in the spirit. It is
the consciousness that has come from the heavenly spheres and descended to the depths in order to explore
all nuances of this freedom.

Now these depths have been searched. When you read or hear your daily news, (you wonder), can
mankind fall any lower? This is the time of radical change, and yet My children, who have turned against
Me, are still using all their power in order to – as they believe – gain victory over Me. Victory would mean
the dissolution of My creation, as it is taught in one religion: To enter into the primordial condition of the
eternal Nothingness, which is at the same time Everything.

I AM without beginning and without end, to be compared with a circle. Those of My children who
are still in the darkness believe in a beginning and in an end of creation. I AM the Primordial Light, always
have been; but since My deceived children believe that there was a beginning of My creation, they also
believe they can cause its end and thereby defeat Me.

Herein lies the false conclusion: for My creation is In ME and also without beginning and end.
Even though I have placed it (the Primordial Creation) outside of Myself, it is still without beginning.
(Occasionally), I have re- inhaled different creations; but this inhalation did not mean the end of the
particular creation, but I reabsorbed it within Myself. You, too, My sons and daughters, are without
beginning or end, for you have always been within Me. My children, who have strayed from Me, do not
understand that.

In this end phase, the assaults from many different sides are intense. Especially, my beloved, the
symbols that you know so well from the various belief systems, are being (mis)used. Christians are seeing
crosses in streaming light in the sky and at different buildings. Wellsprings are found and healings happen
there in the present, mind you, not some time ago. Buddhists see their signs proclaiming of a turning point.
My people, into whose lives I begot Myself, expect the Messiah and will see their own signs; and thus there
will be in all religions this sense of a new age, a sense that redemption is near.

2,000 years ago, did I not prophesy through My disciples that shortly before My coming it would be
said: “Here is Christ, there is Christ.”? Do not go there, do not seek Me outside of yourselves, seek Me in
your hearts. That latter part is not in the scripture because it was removed. The heart is the place where those
of My children who are against me cannot enter. There is the temple, and this Inner Temple radiates without
and fashions a spiritual Temple of Light. This spiritual temple is My sovereign seat, fashioned as the one on
the Primordial Central Sun. Heaven bows to earth, and many (true, inner) temples of light are developing
round about the earth in every religion; for My messengers of light are everywhere; and all will come
together as one fold whose SHEPHERD I Am. This, too, I promised two-thousand years ago.

You will be able to admire these spiritual temples of light on the New Earth, and joyfully you will
gather together there in order to join with the choir of angels and in honor of ME singing: Holy, holy, holy,
holy is the Lord! You will see Me face to face and will quickly forget all the many sufferings of the old
earth, but not the recognition you have gleaned there.

But first, the one who has set out against me in order to put on the mantel of love over himself, will
break into My fold and will sow doubt. There is no longer work: so many of My children do not know with
what means to live – even in your country - . The multitudes of the poor are growing ever greater; what you
know by the concept of “terrorism” will increase mightily. That, too, is part of My enemy, who does not
know how much I love him and long for him.

In the book of books you can read all that is already becoming effective everywhere, but fear not; for
many of the things written therein have already happened. Be fearful of only one thing and that is to lose Me
in your hearts!
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If you have found Me in your hearts you can go anywhere you like; even a Buddhist temple has its
prayer light. Even there you can feel the temple of light, the spiritual temple, which is built about that
religion, built from love.

My words to you are solemn, because the difficulties are now increasing more and more, and that is
true on all levels. I have told you that the elements have become forces already; clashes reach even into the
families; the wrangling about the gold of this earth is increasing drastically, and the complete confusion of
the situation on this earth is frightening My children so much that they are longing for a power that would
bring order to the situation.

That is the decisive point: because the longing can – it doesn’t have to, but it can – empower the one
who, on the spiritual level, has opposed Me. He begins his rule on the worldly level here on this earth, work
with the power of his followers, with which he will also cause all these miracles of which I have told you.
He will also claim to be the one who brings mankind love and peace, and who will create a new earth and a
new heaven. (These) words (are) all familiar to you.

He who then does not rest firmly in his heart with ME begins to doubt, and when he even sees how
indeed the gold is taken from the rich to give to the poor, his doubts will increase, and he will begin to
believe that this person (giving gold to the poor), perhaps, is one sent from GOD after all. Have you not
experienced such a thing in your country? Only this time it will encompass the entire earth. Soon, there will
no longer be nations that hunger.

I have foretold you all these things, and I have also said that this aforementioned time will last only
briefly, 3 ½ years according to your time.

However, if you are with Me in your hearts and firmly anchored there and are full of love toward
your brothers and sisters, who believe to achieve victory over Me, then their power will reduce. Yes, it can
be so diminished that the one (who has been trying) to come up against me cannot do so. For years now,
even for decades, he has been trying to take upon himself the rule (sovereignty).

My beloved sons and daughters, this is the reason why it is so important for you to no longer
concentrate upon external things. Instead, you should enter into your inner being, making yourselves
conscious of your son- and daughter-ship, working as messengers of light, equipped with heaven’s forces
and irradiated and pervaded by My love and mercy, and working thus on this earth. You are the opposing
pole - once more - the opposing pole, which is love.

I am now passing on My WORD to other instruments, I will be silent through this instrument.
Amen.

Revelation from the level of Wisdom

My beloved sons and daughters, My speech, My words were somber; however, whosoever has heard them
with his heart has felt the love therein, which has only one goal and that is to bring back home her children.

The WORD “I AM THAT I AM” vibrates in infinity since all eternities. There is nothing else but
My I AM. This may be explained a bit further in the WORD, however, for as long as you walk this earth as
human being, you will not be able to comprehend it fully. Nothing exists outside of this I AM. It
encompasses My omnipotence, glory and majesty, My high priesthood, My wisdom, as well as My love for
My creatures.

You, My faithful ones, are not simply of this love, you are love. You bear a potential within you that
you do not fathom. The longing in your hearts is the wind, which brings back the ship of your human
existence to its wellspring, to the love.

You can see with your external eyes and hear with your external ears. How is your ability to behold
also with your inner eyes and hear with your inner ears? Let Me help you. Look deeply into your heart. If
you look deeply enough and listen carefully, you will receive My WORD, which says: “Proclaim My
love!” With this WORD I remind all My children, who have left the heavens in order to help their earthly
siblings, that they have voluntarily agreed to become co-workers in the works of Home-bringing.

This WORD, My son, My daughter, is inscribed in your heart. If you want to fulfill it, if you
therefore want to proclaim My love, you have to have gone at least a part of the way of the path of love.
Then you will be more and more independent of doctrines (dogma); for you will ask your heart and you will
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feel and hear the answer. Truth and wisdom opens within you and you fathom the profundity and at the
same time the simplicity of My teachings, which I brought and lived two-thousand years ago.

I spoke of how My enemy went about in order to paralyze the emergence and joy of the first
centuries and his success in turning a refreshing and enthusiastic Christianity into an organization. In the
course of the centuries, the packaging became more important than the content. And many of My teachings
were either stricken (from the word) or misinterpreted, as I explained to you. A very central statement (of
Mine) fell victim to such an abolishment, although it can still be found in one place of your scripture.
However, not much attention is given to it any longer. By the omission of this teaching, everything lost its
meaning and instead of a God of love, I became a God of injustice.

I am speaking of the law of Cause and Effect, which, in its simplicity, can be understood by every
human being, and which stems from My love: every child is to confront himself with the effects of his
actions so that he may recognize and consequently change himself.

The greatest and most beautiful gift I gave to all My creatures was that of free will. And this free
will forbids ME to set barriers. However, at the same time I have to ensure that with all that My children do,
they will find their way back to Me, the LOVE. The law of Cause and Effect (Sowing and Reaping), which
did not come into play until the fall (of the angels), ensures that no child will be lost (infinitively).

When you perceive the events in your world you have to acknowledge that things have gotten worse;
for everywhere you come upon the effects of former causes.

There are two possibilities to even things out, and a balance or compensation has to be made by the
one who caused the imbalance. The one possibility of balance is by atonement for the offense, which will be
then the case when the offender shows no penitence. This atonement is not a punishment from My hands,
rather the effects of the offender’s misdeeds are catching up with him. Thus, through expiation (atonement)
quite a few things can become balanced out. Since you are on the path of love, however, love must be
developed as well. Albeit, atonement alone will not foster subsequent growth of your love. Your
development and maturity can only come about through recognition, your decision and, inasmuch as it is
possible, restitution.

Now transfer this principle upon the events in your world, upon what you call terrorism, which is
rooted in injustice. With injustice, the rich countries have suppressed their brothers and sisters in the poorer
countries for many centuries. Once this recognition is apparent and followed by suitable decisions, the
reason for terrorism would be eliminated at once by, coupled with the plea for forgiveness, appropriating
those sums, normally used for warfare materials, to the people suffering suppression and exploitation.

Can you imagine what would happen in the hearts of those who were asked for forgiveness? Can
you imagine that millions of angels would also be present to move those hearts toward taking the hand
extended to them? Is it difficult to imagine that by this action the potential for violence in this world would
for the most part disappear, and that a number of effects would be eliminated at the same time?

This, my friends, is the principle. Everyone can understand this and you can also actualize it. I have
taught you this principle. On the other hand, can anybody honestly imagine I your GOD would have kept
from you the law of Sowing and Reaping, which many teachers of wisdom had previously been teaching?

Now that you know about it, it is your duty to proclaim My love by the way you live. By saying
this, I am not ordering you about, but I remind you of your promise, which you gave voluntarily before My
throne. Countless helpers are at your side, and I your GOD, your FATHER, your MOTHER and your
BROTHER in JESUS CHRIST, am in your hearts. Together, We will be victorious. Amen.

ARevelation by Another Instrument

My beloved sons and daughters, I AM truly in and among you. Look into your souls and I see that
they are inclined toward ME, and My words of love and wisdom, with which I have addressed you, have
moved you. When I see through the shadows, through the veils of your souls, I see in them the true daughter
and the true son. You, My children, receive My words, and even if your human being may still have
moments of doubts, you are nonetheless walking the path of love.
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You all go these ways differently, while I and countless helpers accompany you. No path you walk
is the same as that of another. Therefore, respect the individual paths, which you all go and even every
single human being takes while on this earth.

The life on earth means (a life of) recognition; and you can only gain recognition when you make
experiences. And you will be confronted with exactly those situation you need to get ahead. It is the reason
why it is so important to remain open to the path lying before you and to the many experiences and
occurrences accompanying you.

Naturally, you can try to evade one or the other event, but don’t you think, and I hereby recall the
law of Cause and Effect, that you are merely putting things off? All experiences that are important for you
will come toward you; for they are already inscribed in your soul.

You now could ask: “What about my free will?” My beloved, the free will goes so much deeper, for
it does not begin and end in your earthly life. Rather, free will is in your very soul as son, as daughter, as
spirit being. Thus the earthly path with its possibilities was shown to you before your walk to earth. And
you have given your agreement. That is why you go this path! You are not going it alone, for I AM with and
in you.

Love is the strongest power of creation. Love is everything and he who is in this love need not be
afraid of this or that situation, fearful and wondering if this is the right path. Link with Me, rest in your
inner temple where I am, and then go your way. Thus you will find the inner composure enabling you to
look at everything and accept all things of importance to you. Even if your mind says, I am not going to
make it, or if you are bothered by doubts, link with Me and you will be able to go the path confidently.
When you look back upon your earthly path, (know) I have after all gone the path with you so far, and We
have come to the present point. Today I also want to urgently demonstrate to you how important a tight
connection is between you and Me; for with such a connection you can overcome all that still lies on your
ongoing path.

Believe Me, as I have already told you today, there are for you still events to come, whose extent or
intensity you cannot even imagine. Perhaps, you don’t even dare to think about it now. However, they will
come. Blessed are those who have learned in time to rest in Me, who have learned soon enough to listen
within and to receive the answers from Me, answers which your mind cannot give you.

Do not be fearful, no matter what may happen! I AM with you until the end of all days. Therefore,
place your hand into Mine and I will lay My hand upon your crown, blessing you once more. I do bless all
My other children as well, especially those present here in their soul-garment. I bless My creation. Amen.
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